In order to monitor the real-time operation condition of urban region traffic flow, and to quickly identify regional traffic status, this paper adopts CNM (Clauset-Newman-Moore) Community Division Method of Complex Network to analyze traffic status information deeply implied from the regional road network traffic flow data, which aims to objectively develop the reasonable classification of regional traffic state with no classification criteria of determining regional traffic state. Combined with the regional road network traffic data from a certain city, the example analysis shows that this proposed method can easily provide the reasonable division of regional traffic condition and verifies the feasibility of the regional traffic state classification method. Besides, the example analysis gives the rough regional traffic status determination standard, laying theoretical basis for accurately judging the regional traffic state.
Introduction
Recently, the rapid development of urban economy brings along the improvement of resident consumption levels. With an increasing amount of private car ownership, there is an increasing trend of serious traffic problems. Urban traffic congestion has gradually spread from a single point line to a connected piece of area and even the whole road network. The evolution of traffic status follows certain patterns, especially the pattern of regional traffic status, which is the prominent jam phenomenon shown by literature [1] . And it is the premise to solve the problem of regional traffic jams in order to quickly and accurately determine the regional traffic congestion and block the traffic congestion to spread further. Therefore, it is particularly vital to study regional traffic state and to quantitatively analyze the regional traffic state discriminant standard which is the crucial problem to be solved.
Regional traffic status, like the road traffic status, belongs to a kind of traffic participants' awareness information, which means it is a subjective concept. Therefore, many studies on regional traffic status demonstrate different understandings. However, there is few research for regional traffic status at this stage. The related research is divided into two categories: qualitative research and quantitative research. The studies of regional traffic status mostly stay on the qualitative research, especially most of the ones studied by Chinese scholars.
Guo et al. [2] and Ji et al. [3] mostly adopted the way of introducing specific evaluation parameters to qualitatively analyze the regional traffic status. The evaluation parameters are derived from crossing traffic parameters and road traffic parameters. However, it is not a reliable method that only uses the intersection or road traffic flow parameters in the road network to directly reflect the running state of the road network traffic flow. It needs a macro analysis of the regional road network traffic state. Therefore, Leng [4] used three parameters, road network efficiency, road network accessibility, and road network connectivity, to evaluate network running state. But the research cannot clearly show how the three evaluation parameters reflect the state of the network. Also from the macroscopic angle, He et al. [5] introduced the road network congestion intensity parameter and combined Gaussian Mixture Model to cluster the sample data and then analyzed and evaluated the regional traffic congestion scope.
In the absence of considering the real regional traffic state classification level, Xiao-feng Ji directly referred to the standard of the evaluation index system of the city traffic management to divide the regional traffic state into four grades. Then, he extracted the traffic flow characteristics to qualitatively analyze the regional traffic state. This part of the research is not rigorous.
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Considering the necessity for the principle of clustering algorithms to set the number of categories and, also, considering the principle of the need to set the number of categories, Guo directly divided the regional traffic state into three levels according to the "flow-density" diagram.
To deal with this problem, He introduced Silhouette average width to determine the optimal clustering number of the sample. However, the research aims at the spatial distribution of regional traffic congestion problem.
Zhang et al. [6] introduced two parameters-road accessibility and road connectivity, and fixed a time period for the quantitative research of the regional traffic state. Although, the fluctuation change of the regional traffic status in the research period can be reflected by evaluating the changes of the parameter values. He did not quantitatively research the fluctuation change.
Daganzo [7] , Gonzales et al. [8] , and Geroliminis and Daganzo [9] researched regional traffic status from the perspective of Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams and explored the evolution role of regional traffic status through building the models of the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams, which is able to roughly reflect the regional traffic status. But, the divided regional traffic state is obtained by the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams, which is rough.
Hence, this paper, on the basis of the existing research, from a macro point of view, introduces the global efficiency as the evaluation parameter. Then, it uses the complex network clustering algorithm for quantitative analysis of the reasonable regional traffic condition level. Finally, it puts forward a quantitative method to solve the problem for the regional traffic state discrimination.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a method for confirming the level of dividing regional traffic state, as the basis to identify regional traffic state. So, this paper uses Complex Network Theory to research regional traffic state from the perspective of quantitative analysis. A rough discriminant standard for regional traffic status will finally be obtained, which is realized to generally determine the regional traffic state.
Due to the complex structure in regional road network, the research should take the connection relationships between the roads into consideration. Hence, abstract the urban regional transportation network into a complex network. Then, use CNM (Clauset-Newman-Moore) Community Division Method to deeply explore regional traffic status information from a data set composed of traffic parameters named global efficiency, and dynamically divide the regional traffic status into several grades. On this basis of the above, build the corresponding relation between the global efficiency and the parameters of determining current urban trunk state discriminant standard. Finally, according to the function transformation, this paper roughly makes sure of the state discriminant threshold of regional road network under various traffic states and obtains a general standard which will quantitatively reflect the regional network traffic state situation.
After this introduction, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the theoretical basis to the studied method and the research background environment; Section 3 describes the proposed method; Section 4 uses the regional traffic data to analyze and discuss the method; Section 5 summarizes the main research conclusions; Acknowledgments simply introduces the sources of funding of this paper.
Urban Regional Traffic
Network Construction (1) From the topology structure level of traffic network, complex network abstracted by urban traffic network conforms with scale-free network but also shows the features of small-world complex network [10] .
(2) From the dynamics behavior level of traffic network, it is found that the cause of the wide range of traffic congestion is a threshold in either point in scale-free networks, and edge congestion or network cascading failure. If it exceeds the threshold, the traffic network will face larger areas of congestion.
(3) From evaluation characteristics of traffic network, urban traffic network has self-similarity structure. Its fractal dimension is not invariable and has a reciprocal relationship with the time value.
Based on the above, this article constructs a complex network to analyze the complex regional traffic status and applies the Complex Network Theory to divide the regional traffic status.
Urban Regional Traffic Network Construction.
For the study of complex urban regional traffic status, this research will not only consider the static network topology character of the urban area network but also analyze the features of dynamic time-varying embodied traffic flow operating condition from the network. Therefore, this article will firstly abstract urban regional traffic network into a complex network. Then, it will research the essence of the regional road network traffic flow operating state from the angle of network topology.
This article uses the Primal Approach Method [11] to regard intersections from the regional traffic network as complex network nodes, each section as edge, and vehicles driving on the roads as information transmission packets of complex network. Considering the complex urban regional transportation network structure and nonuniformity running direction of traffic flow, and the different levels of the maximum capacity under traffic flow, this paper builds a directed weighted complex network = ( ( ), ( ), ( )) on the basis of regional road network traffic, which is vertex set; ( ) is frontier set; ( ) is weighted set. This abstraction not only reflects imbalance road network but also incarnates the influence of regional network from different level roads. 
Determining Method of Network Weighted Set ( ).
The research of the complex network edge-weight roughly has been divided into two categories: fixed edge-weight model and dynamic-weight model [12] . Urban traffic network is a complex dynamic network. And the operation efficiency of most traffic flow in the network depends on the roads and intersections. Namely, in complex network, the transmission efficiency of information packet is affected by the edgeweight. Thus, this article builds a complex network. And the edge-weight from this network is recognized as a dynamic parameter changing over time. Literature [13] introduced a calculation method of road impedance (BPR), as follows:
where is the impedance of the road and 0 is free-flow impedance, which means 0 is the free-flow travel time. is traffic flow volume on the road ; is the actual capacity of road , which means is the actual vehicles number per unit time. and are the retardation factors, the parameter values are generally = 0.15 and = 4 under highway traffic flow distribution program in the United States.
In addition, some scholars [14] use V/C as the source of complex network edge-weight. Namely,
where is the edge-weight between node V and node V on complex network; is the actual traffic flow volume between node V and node V under urban regional traffic network; is the actual capacity between node V and node V under urban regional traffic network, which means it stands for the maximum flow volume passing under per hour on the road in a certain period of time.
In view of the two edge-weights calculation forms, put traffic flow data of an arterial road in Changchun to analyze the sensitivity shown by two edge-weights calculation equations. So, the contrastive analysis between BPR and V/C is seen in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , it is shown that V/C can accurately depict the changes in road traffic flow, which is able to reflect the traffic state actual information. BPR function, on the other hand, due to the equation containing power exponent function, changes the traffic flow operating tendency during part time.
However, the road traffic flow volume is related to the road length. The following is the modified equation (2) 
where is the length of the edge between node V and node V . The modified edge-weight * represents V/C within the unit length. Therefore, * is chosen as a way to calculate the value of a network edge-weight.
The Quantitative Analysis Method of Regional Traffic State
After solving the problems of determining edge-weight value in complex network, the network information transmission efficiency needs a parameter to be quantitatively evaluated. In directed and weighted network, global efficiency is an evaluation parameter for the network information transmission efficiency, and its numerical size reflects the complex network connecting degree, which means depicting the specific situation of the regional traffic state. Therefore, this article introduces the global efficiency to evaluate the regional road network traffic flow operating state. And literature [15] considered the fact that under the same traffic condition traffic flow data has same properties. So, this paper focuses on how to quantitatively analyze the similarity between traffic flow data under all kinds of traffic conditions.
The Definition and Calculation of Global Efficiency.
The global efficiency is a measure for reflecting network operation ability, and it can judge the efficiency of the whole network information transmission, namely, the operating efficiency of traffic flow within regional road network [16] . To define the global efficiency, give some concepts, like shortest path, dissimilar-weight, and similar-weight first.
In undirected complex network, the distance (the shortest path length) between node V and node V refers to the minimum number of edges connected with node V and node V . In addition, the inverse of this distance refers to the efficiency between node V and node V .
For the weighted network, there are two kinds of edgeweights-dissimilar-weight and similar-weight. Normally, the most popular aspect is the dissimilar-weight relating to distance: the larger weight value means the further distance between two nodes. Nevertheless, it is significantly different from the similar-weight: the larger weight value indicates the closer distance between nodes (higher density among nodes) [17] .
The distancêbetween node V and node V needs to consider each edge-weight in a network. If weight of edge expresses dissimilar-weight, the relationship between the distancêand its weight iŝ= . In the case of dissimilar-weight, if node V and node V connect through two edges ( and ) with weight and weight , respectively, the relationship iŝ= + . If weight of edge expresses similar-weight, the relationship iŝ = 1/ . In the case of similar-weight, the relationship iŝ = 1/ + 1/ . Therefore, based on the complex network environment built in this paper, the equation for calculating the shortest path is as follows:̂=
At this time, the efficiencŷbetween node V and node V is as follows:̂=
where and express the edge-weights of the shortest path connected with node V and node V , respectively.
In the weighted network, the global efficiency global can be defined as the average efficiency between all the nodes in the network.
where is the number of nodes in the complex network,î s the efficiency between node V and node V , and̂is the shortest distance between node V and node V .
The Traffic Significance of the Global Efficiency.
From (6), the network global efficiency global can be obtained by calculating the shortest path length of each node in the network. In addition, global ∝ 1/ . Due to the fact that edge-weight is determined by V/C within the unit length, the network global efficiency global is inversely proportional to traffic flow density ( = / ), namely, global ∝ 1/ , which shows that global efficiency decreases with the increase of road traffic flow density. In other words, the higher the values of the global efficiency are, the less congested the roads are and the better the traffic state is. As a result, the global efficiency can depict cities regional road network traffic state from the perspective of complex network.
The Regional Traffic State Classification Method Based on CNM.
Based on the recent research, in order to quantitatively analyze the regional traffic state, firstly study the regional traffic state classification method for determining a rough regional traffic state identification standard.
Literature [18] used the Clustering Method to determine the optimal class number of road traffic status with the principle that the difference of data between any two classes is as large as possible and the difference of data within the same class is as small as possible. This paper refers to this theoretical ideology, based on the complex network environment, considering the phenomenon that traffic data has low difference in similar traffic status and significant difference under heterogeneous traffic condition, applying the CNM algorithm to divide regional traffic status, which intends to scientifically require the optimal classification number of regional traffic status.
At present, Community Partition Algorithm is roughly divided into two categories: graphics segmentation algorithms in computer science and hierarchical clustering algorithm in sociology [19] . The latter is divided into Division Method and clustering algorithm. The CNM algorithm can directly build a modularity incremental matrix in order to save the storage space. Considering the scale of the complex network constructed from urban region road network and data amount involved in network, this paper adopts the CNM algorithm for mining community.
(1) CNM Algorithm Principle. Due to the network module increment as the research object of the CNM algorithm, define the modularity in complex network firstly.
The calculation of modularity in undirected network module is as follows:
where denotes the ratio between all the edges within community and all the edges in the network and = ∑ denotes the ratio between the edges of nodes connected with nodes in community and all the edges of the network. denotes the ratio between all the edges within community and community .
The CNM algorithm directly constructs a modularity incremental matrix ΔQ. Similar to the adjacency matrix, the sum of each element in each row of this modularity incremental matrix ΔQ is . It is easily understood that when two communities are not connected to each other, the value of the modularity incremental matrix is invariable. The modularity incremental matrix ΔQ only stores the connected communities, which saves the storage space. In these matrix mining communities, the largest elements of each row in the modularity incremental matrix ΔQ and its corresponding community numbers are saved into the maximum heap , which means the maximum heap is similar to the data Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5 storage space of the CNM algorithm. Use the maximum heap to find the element and its corresponding community numbers in the shortest time. Then, merge the corresponding communities and achieve the ultimate community mining.
In the face of massive traffic information from the regional road network, the quantitative method of analyzing regional traffic state should have a high operation rate and large storage space. The CNM algorithm constructs a modularity incremental matrix, with saving the computing storage space and also improving the operation rate. Considering the advantage of the CNM algorithm, the method this paper proposed is able to improve the operating speed of regional traffic state identification.
(2) The Regional Traffic State Classification Method Based on CNM. Based on (6) in Section 3.1, combined with road traffic flow information under regional network states, global efficiency data set of the regional road network can be got (i.e., = { global | = collect data interval}). Regard each data element in the data set as nodes in the network, and build a complex network based on the global efficiency data set . The complex network = ( ( ), ( )) is an undirected network, where ( ) is vertex set and ( ) is frontier set. The vertex set ( ) is derived from each element of the global efficiency data set . And each element of the frontier set ( ) is decided by the similarity of each element of the global efficiency data set . Use the CNM algorithm to divide communities from this undirected network, and then objectively get the classification of regional traffic state. According to the CNM algorithm, the specific implementation process of regional traffic state classification method is shown in Figure 2 .
Step 1 (build a complex network based on the global efficiency sample set ). Through the collected information of regional traffic flow parameters in multiple time scales, calculate the global efficiency of regional road network under the whole time and construct the initial sample set of global efficiency = { }. Then abstract each sample of the set as a node V in the complex network , and abstract the connected relationship based on the numerical similarity of every sample as edges. According to the characteristics of this network being abstracted by sample set , it is an undirected network.
Step 2 (establish Euclidean distance matrix M). According to the following equations, calculate initial samples of Euclidean distance matrix M:
where and are the elements of global efficiency sample set and M is a ( × ) matrix. Due to the built complex network as an undirected network, it can be ratiocinated that = and = 0, which means the Euclidean distance matrix M is a symmetric matrix.
Step 3 (determine the adjacency matrix M of the global efficiency sample set ). Based on the constructed Euclidean distance matrix M, compare the truncated threshold with each element of matrix M. If the numerical value of element in the matrix M is less than the truncated threshold , define that the two nodes V and V are connected to each other. Using the truncated threshold to rearrange the Euclidean distance matrix M, the global efficiency adjacency matrix M of the global efficiency sample set will be obtained.
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Step 4 (initialize each parameter in complex network ).
Assuming that the complex network contains nodes (that is, the global efficiency sample set contains samples), initialize its network parameters. Regard the network as communities, which means each node is seen as a community, while the initial modularity of every community equals zero ( = 0). The calculation methods of the initial values of each element and element in the matrix E and auxiliary vector a are shown below.
, node v i and node V are connected by edges 0, else
where represents the degree of node V (the number of adjacent edges of node V is its degree ) and represents the total number of edges in the network.
In that way, the initial elements in modularity incremental matrix ΔQ will satisfy the following conditions:
, node V andnode V are connected by edges 0, else.
(11)
Step 5 (construct the maximum heap ). The maximum heap contains the largest elementV of each row from the modularity incremental matrix ΔQ in the network. And it also includes the community number and number corresponding to this largest elementV . After
Step 4, the initial modularity incremental matrix ΔQ corresponding to the maximum heap can be got.
Step 6 (merge communities in the network ). According to the value of the maximum heap , firstly, pick out the maximum value Δ , and merge the community and community corresponding to the element Δ . Then mark the merged community as .
Step 7 (update the parameters). After the communities merging, update modularity incremental matrix ΔQ, maximum heap , and auxiliary vector a. The updating rules of three kinds of data are as follows.
(1) The updating rules of ΔQ: delete the elements of row and column , and update the elements of row and column . Then, we can obtain
is connected with and Δ − 2 , is connected with , not connected with Δ − 2 , is connected with , not connected with .
(2) The updating rules of : after updating ΔQ, update the maximum elements of the corresponding row and column in the maximum heap .
(3) The updating rules of a:
And record the merged modularity value:
Step 8 (merge termination). In the process of merging communities, if the updated largest element of network modularity incremental matrix changes from positive to negative, stop this merger. The division of the community structure is optimal. The differences between the divided communities demonstrate the differences among regional traffic status. If the number of divided communities is more, regional traffic status changes more; when the number of communities is small, the state of regional traffic is stabilized in this case. But when the number of the communities is only one, it is shown that there are two kinds of traffic condition in this regional network: firstly, the overall regional network is unblocked, namely, any roads in a state of free-flow area. Secondly, the overall regional network is blocked, namely, all roads in the crowded state.
Obtain the division level of regional tra c status based on Section 3.3
Correspond the current urban road tra c state discriminant grade to the division level Clear the correlation between the global e ciency and the quantitative parameter of the reference state discriminant standard
Build the rough regional tra c status standard based on the transition of the above correlation Therefore, in determining the quantitative standard of regional traffic status, all-time traffic data will be chosen as this research object.
The Method Application: The Quantitative Method of Obtaining Regional Traffic State Standard.
According to the division principle in Section 3.3, the classification level of regional traffic status will be objectively obtained. In order to discriminate the actual regional traffic status, this part is based on the quantitative method of regional traffic state from Section 3.3. It proposes a method that a rough standard of regional traffic state could be obtained. The proposed classification method provides theoretical basis for the further study of regional traffic state discrimination. The specific process of determining the rough standard is shown in Figure 3. 
Instance Analysis

Example Verification.
This article utilizes a regional network in Changchun as an example for confirming the proposed method feasibility, where this network has obvious regional traffic congestion characteristic. There are 14 crossings and 21 links in this traffic network, as shown in Figure 4 , where line width of roads stands for road grades in the area. Combining the collected artificial-investigation road traffic flow information of the regional network and the data collected from sensors laid in the network to build the data set, the data set reports every 15 min with all the time interval 0:00-24:00 from 23 to 27 December in 2013, including the traffic flow volume, the vehicle speed, and the network geometric attributes (traffic signals, facility type, etc.). Then calculate the quantitative parameter of regional traffic status division-the global efficiency global ; finally, build the global efficiency data set = { }.
(1) Overall Analysis of Network. Convert the relationship data of each element in the global efficiency set = { } into the adjacent matrix on the basis of the calculation method of network adjacent matrix in Steps 1 and 2 from Section 3.3, where "1" denotes that the two elements in global efficiency set are related and "0" denotes that there is no relation between these elements. Utilize UCINET software to directly describe the relation of elements in the global efficiency set by network diagram, as is shown in Figure 5 . And utilize R software to make the correlogram of nodes in complex network in Figure 6 . Due to the bigger scale of regional traffic data and the higher number of abstracted nodes in complex network, the whole complex network is not easy to display in image. Therefore, one complex network constructed with one-day global efficiency data is indicated in Figure 5 , which reflects the connection character of regional traffic network.
In Figure 5 , "circle" stands for the nodes in a network, namely, the corresponding elements in the data set of the global efficiency = { }. The "double-side arrow" stands for the fact that nodes are linked by the sides, which means there are certain relationships between the corresponding elements in the data set of the global efficiency = { }, but it does not reflect that the network is a directed complex network. In Figure 6 , the higher the color is, the greater the relevance of the variable is.
In addition, through the analysis of Figure 5 , it is found that these nodes are divided into three types based on node degree: one is that there are node degrees of zero in these nodes, which means such nodes do not connect to other nodes. The second is the one that has one node degree, which means they only connect to one node. The third is the one where those node degrees are greater than one, which means theses nodes connect to multiple nodes. The changes of regional traffic status are just reflected by the changes of 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36   37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  66  67  68  69  70  71  72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80  81  82  83  84  85  86  87  88 node degree, which confirms that the global efficiency global can reflect the regional traffic state information.
(2) Community Division. In dividing communities from the complex network in Figure 5 , use MATLAB to convert the algorithm from Section 3.3 into computer language in order to get the corresponding community division result. The specific results of node dividing are shown in Figure 7 . Due to the large amount of data, its dividing result cannot be fully displayed in Figure 7 , which reflects the result with one-day global efficiency data.
In Figure 7 , it can be seen that the red dotted line on the basis of the degree of module maximum value divides complex network into four communities. It means that, according to data characteristics of actual network quantitative parameters, this complex network based on the global efficiency set ( = { }) is divided into 4 communities. Thus, it reflects that this urban regional traffic status must be divided into 4 levels by the objective law of traffic data information. The system divides road traffic status into four categories to describe regional congestion, by using the vehicle average travel speed of urban arterial road to evaluate road traffic states. Use the built data set to fit the relationship between the global efficiency global of regional traffic network and the vehicle average travel speed V of urban arterial road in the regional traffic network, as shown in Figure 8 and Table 1 .
In Figure 8 , 10 kinds of common function are, respectively, used in curve fitting to analyze the relationship between the global efficiency and the average travel speed. According to the values of all kinds of curve estimation parameters in Table 1 , it is found that the values of sig. of all the curves are less than 0.05, which means the relationships between each curve and the two parameters are very significant. Therefore, this article chooses the estimation function of the highest correlation curve as a function of the relations between the two parameters, namely, quadratic function. Then, the particular form of this function is shown below:
As seen in Figure 8 , the global efficiency and the average travel speed are in positive relationship, which reflects that the global efficiency value will increase with the growth of the average travel speed in urban arterial road. At the same time, 1  2  3  96  4  5  11  14  15  8  9  12  6  7  95  13  16  94  10  92  93  19  90  17  24  23  87  22  88  21  89  20  59  64  25  84  60  62  63  61  85  86  29  80  53  41  48  54  42  55  68  47  28  43  56  44  67  45  46  27  81  57  82  66  83  26  65  58  40  78  39  31  70  71  50  51  30  52  79  49  69  37  34  73  75  35  33  74  36  76  72  38  77  32 Figure 7: Dividing result with one-day data in regional traffic network.
the relationship between these two parameters in Figure 8 confirms the above expounded traffic significance of the global efficiency. According to the relationship of quantitative parameters, convert the level of the evaluation index system of the city traffic management into regional transportation discriminant criteria, as shown in Table 2 .
Therefore, the traffic state of this example area is divided into four levels. Get real-time traffic parameters to determine the global efficiency and then obtain the corresponding state level of regional traffic congestion, which will provide strong information support for traveler to travel and traffic managers to make the congestion control scheme.
The Feasibility Analysis of the Proposed Method.
According to the example in Section 4.1, the proposed method can reasonably quantify regional traffic status, from a theoretical basis of obtaining the regional traffic state information. The method, from the perspective of data mining, based on mass data of regional traffic flow parameters, analyzes the regional traffic state information. On the other hand, compared to the widely used clustering algorithm, Neural Network Algorithm [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] uses the -means Method [25] with better clustering effect to feasibly analyze the regional traffic state's quantitative methods.
Based on the global efficiency data set, this regional traffic status is also divided into 4 levels by using -means Method. It means this regional traffic status is better to be researched as 4 levels. And the proposed method is feasible to quantitatively analyze regional traffic status and provides the best grade of regional traffic state. Figure 9 shows the effect of cluster index of -Means clustering results, where the weighted average of the mean centroid distances of clusters is chosen as clustering index. It can be easily seen that when the number of clusters is 4, cluster index declines rapidly, which confirms that the correct number of clusters is 4 and the result is the same as the proposed method.
Use the SOM Algorithm, the -means Method, and the proposed method to cluster the everyday collected data. Then, the averaged calculation times of every three methods are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that the proposed method is faster than the SOM Algorithm and the -means Method in Table 3 .
Because of the traffic flow data related to the area scope, the Neural Network Algorithm spends too much time in building a network. So, it has the longest time. The clustering algorithms needs to firstly calculate the clustering centers. But, the proposed algorithm directly picks up the parameters used in the operation and stores them in the form of the maximum heap. Therefore, it takes the shortest time to operate. Table 3 confirms that the proposed algorithm can quickly provide the regional traffic state classification results.
Conclusion
Based on the lack of the present quantitative research of urban regional traffic status and the demand of the urban transportation system, this paper studies the intrinsic characteristics of regional traffic flow parameters in the network environment. From the perspective of complex network topology, this article abstracts the urban regional network into a directed and weighted complex network and regards it as study foundation. It introduces the global efficiency as quantitative parameter of regional road network traffic state. With complex network community division theory, traffic state level in the region has been obtained. Then, build the corresponding relationship between the global efficiency and the average travel speed of arterial road in regional network, which further determines the boundary value of each class of discriminant standard. Thus, this article can provide the final regional traffic state discriminant criteria.
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